
2010 International Contemporary Furniture Fair

PJA is an award winning business-to 
business agency located in Harvard 
Square that specializes in creating 
multi-faceted advertising and marketing 
campaigns for a broad range of science 
and technology companies. The roughly 
12,000 SF program included a new 
2000 SF addition to the open rafter, 
double height main space, a mezzanine 
‘writers loft’ with adjacent brainstorming 
areas and a dramatic new ‘object’ 
conference room located in front of the 
main entry and reception area.

PJA needed their new environment 
to generate and showcase their 
creative energy while continuing to 
project a ‘smart’ and professional 
image appropriate to their tech-sector 
clientele. The new space also needed 
to foster an internal sense of unity and 
collaboration that was compromised 
by the segmented nature of their 
previous layout. In designing PJA’s 
workspaces, H+A strategically employed 
an ‘onion skin approach’, a collaborative 
center point with concentric layers 
of workspace proximity that strikes 
a balance between a studio with 
‘buzz’ and an agency that promotes 
functionality and unity.
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H+A is pleased to announce that we 
recently won three awards from the 
American Society of Interior Designers. 
In the category of ‘Whole House’ design, 
H+A took fi rst and second place, for 
penthouses on Beacon Street and 
Marlborough Street, respectively. In 
addition, our design for Fresh on Boston’s 
Newbury Street won fi rst place in the 
category of Retail Design.

The Marlborough Street Penthouse was 
also recently recognized by the IIDA 
[International Interior Design Association] 
as the ‘Best Single Family Residential 
Project of 2010’. The project was featured 
on the May/June 2010 cover of Esplanade 
magazine, shown above.

AWARD-WINNING INTERIOR DESIGN
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E-SCAPE
DUNE SHACK

Designed in 24 days for a design charrette hosted 
by Esplanade Magazine, the ‘E-Scape’ dune shack 
is a 900-square foot three-season house on the 
Cape Cod Province Lands. The dune shack is 
designed as a retreat for an artist-in-residence—
many historic dune shacks in the Cape Cod 
National Seashore area are used in this way. 

The lightly structured house is raised a full level 
to minimize the impact of foundations and the 
displacement of landscape. A opening in the deck 
admits a fl oating stair from the dunes below, and 
a ladder leads to the roof, with its sand deck and 
rainwater collecting bays. In the bedroom, an 
operable ‘sky window’ shows the stars overhead, 
while long openings around the perimeter of the 
house frame views of the endless horizon. 

H+A is very pleased to announce that 
the American Institute of Architects 
has elevated David Hacin to its College 
of Fellows in the category of Design. 
The designation [FAIA] is given to 
architects to recognize their signifi cant 
contribution to the profession.

According to the AIA, “advancement to 
fellowship is one of the highest honors 
the American Institute of Architects 
can bestow upon a member. Elevation 
to the fellowship not only recognizes 
the achievements of the architect as 
an individual but also elevates before 
the public and the profession a model 
architect who has made a signifi cant 
contribution to architecture and society.” 
Congratulations David!

Below: AIA Chancellor Ed Kodet, David Hacin and 
AIA President George Miller at the ceremony. 

DAVID HACIN
FAIA

As part of a feature article on the design consultancy IDEO, Newsweek 
has put together a slideshow featuring fi ve of the design consultancy’s 
global offi ce spaces—including the Boston offi ce, designed by H+A. 
The two-story loft-style studio includes lots of breakout spaces to 
encourage informal collaboration, including picnic tables, couches and 
small ‘phone booth’ conference rooms [below].

David Hacin, Kate Kelley, Jennifer Clapp and Eduardo Serrate headed 
down to NYC to visit this year’s International Contemporary Furniture 
Fair [ICFF]. As always, it was an inspirational glimpse into some of the 
world’s emerging industrial designers. Some of our favorite products 
included sleek concrete tables from Sandback, delicate wooden 
stools from Pawtucket-based Dunn Studio, modern ‘Murphy bed’ 
units from Resource Furniture and new designs from an old favorite, 
lighting designer Lindsey Adelman. 

The Boston Herald listed FP3 as one of the ‘Ten best Boston-area 
buildings of the decade’. The article described “many outstanding 
and innovative buildings that have garnered national attention” like 
the Genzyme Center by Behnisch, Behnisch and Partners and Offi ce 
dA’s Macallen Building in South Boston, and called FP3 “a project 
that fi t the context and had stylistic fl air.”

The H+A newsblog is constantly being updated with things we’re 
working on, our favorite products, albums of our photos and projects 
and even projects we’re undertaking in our own homes. Click the 
‘newsblog’ link from hacin.com, or go directly to hacin.typepad.com. 

FP3
photo: Bruce Martin

Beacon + Exeter Penthouse
photo: Michael Stavaridis

Strada 234
photo: Rick Mandelkorn

Marlborough Street Penthouse
photo: Michael Stavaridis

all PJA photos: Chris Sanders

all photos: Michael Stavaridis

IDEO Boston offi ce featured in 'Newsweek'

FP3 named one of Boston’s best buildings of the decade

H+A visit to Phillips / Color Kinetics LED showroom

H+A has designed many lobbies and entries for projects both large and small, commercial and residential. These spaces act as gateways, and provide the opportunity to create a lasting and sophisticated fi rst impression.

Fresh Newbury Street Beacon and Exeter Penthouse

Marlborough Street Penthouse

With the debate about ‘banning 
the bulb’ hotter than ever, we 
recently had the opportunity to 
visit the Phillips/Color Kinetics 
showroom in Burlington 
recently. H+A architect Aaron 
Weinert set up the tour with the 
help of his brother, Jonathan 
Weinert,  who joined the Color 
Kinetics team in 2009. The 
offi ces and showroom, designed 
by our friends at Sasaki, 
showed off many of the new 
technologies being developed 
in LED [Light Emitting Diodes] 
lighting, which we have been 
incorporating into our projects.

MORE INFO INSIDE!



LULU ISLAND 

Earlier this year, H+A collaborated 
with Sasaki Associates on the 
development of housing prototypes 
and a new hotel for their masterplan 
of a neighborhood on Lulu Island, 
a man-made island off the coast of 
Abu Dhabi, UAE.

Uniquely located at the West end of Lulu island, 
Neighborhood 3 is conceived as a pedestrian oriented 
environment supported by multiple public transit 
options. It will be a self-sustaining live-work community 
with signifi cant ties to the city and characterized by a 
strong sense of place and its connection to the water. 
Dwellings, work areas, commercial and public spaces 
overlook and front the neighborhood’s marina, canal 
and waterfront promenade.

Neighborhood 3 is defi ned by a continuous “ridge” 
of taller buildings along Lulu Boulevard and fl anking 
both the marina and water canal edges. The buildings 
step down in height toward the neighborhood center 
and the waterfront, maximizing views of the sea and 
the city. Apartment building blocks are lined along the 
taller building spines, while townhouses, loft apartments 
and special public building blocks fi ll the mid and low-
rise areas of the neighborhood. Townhouses create 
a continuous built edge along the neighborhood’s 
park, marina, and waterfront defi ning Lulu’s cityside 
facing Abu Dhabi Defi ned by a series of neighborhood 
destinations, this new community captures the ideal of 
an urban island environment just a few hundred meters 
from the vibrant downtown and corniche of Abu Dhabi.

Following Sasaki’s master plan and using Abu Dhabi’s 
‘Estidama’ sustainability program, the project pursues 
a highly responsive design to the local climate, culture 
and environment. Building blocks, as well as individual 
buildings throughout the neighborhood, are conceived 
as structures that mitigate the weather. Using strategies 
for passive cooling, blocks and buildings work to create 
comfortable micro-climates in large public places as well 
as within private dwellings [see diagrams at right].
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The prevailing wind directions dictated the orientation of 
the infrastructure, roads and buildings for Neighborhood 
3. For parcel 03.02.02, the creation of open courtyards 
encourage breezes to enter along the prevailing wind axis. 
Covered breeze-ways connect courtyards and buildings 
allowing outlets for these breezes, thereby increasing 
outdoor thermal comfort throughout the parcel. 

On the north side of parcel 03.02.02, external courtyards 
facilitate natural movement of air throughout the building, 
encouraging light breezes to penetrate the exterior 
apartment balconies. The balconies have a positive effect 
on external thermal comfort by creating shaded areas with 
through-breezes.

LULU ISLAND MASTERPLAN:
NEIGHBORHOOD 3

The Marina Canal Hotel is an 8-story building, with two fl oors of retail at 
ground level. The lobby’s double height space acts as the building’s ‘living room’, 
connecting to all amenities. The rooftop along Marina Canal will be home to a 
pool and bar sheltered by a dramatic canvas tensile structure. The hotel facade is 
clad in a series of delicate horizontal balconies wrapped by an operable shading 
screen system. The enclosure lies on top of a rough-hewn stone podium akin to 
the material and character of the waterfront plaza it addresses. 

This building is a unique series of interlocking residences that are oriented 
around three separate open courtyard spaces that provide dappled light 
and cooling breezes deep into the heart of each residence. The courtyard 
concept recalls traditional dwelling types and time tested architectural 
responses to the specifi c climate of the Gulf region. The large penthouse 
residences are conceived as ‘urban villas’, with all main living spaces and 
outdoor terraces oriented toward the Gulf views. 

Located in a unique ‘skip-stop’ mixed-use building with connecting corridors 
on alternating fl oors, this urban duplex takes its inspiration from open 
loft living in New York City’s Soho. The spacious apartments have a main 
live-work level and a more private upper bedroom level, each with its own 
outdoor terrace access.  A semi-private offi ce is located directly off the main 
entry. The dramatic, open stair to the bedroom level reveals a secondary 
living area with island views through screened full height windows.

LUXURY HOUSING BLOCK ‘SOHO’ HOUSING BLOCK MARINA CANAL HOTEL

Building massing and unit layouts take advantage of 
strong prevailing winds for passive cooling in this very hot 
climate. Prevailing winds and secondary breezes travel 
right down the main streets of the masterplan, cooling 
courtyards and side streets along their way. Separation 
between buildings brings the wind’s cooling power into 
the core of each parcel. Within the units themselves, 
coutyards and outdoor shafts allow breezes to cross right 
through and to move vertically as well. 
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encourage breezes to enter along the prevailing wind axis. 
Covered breeze-ways connect courtyards and buildings 
allowing outlets for these breezes, thereby increasing 
outdoor thermal comfort throughout the parcel. 

On the north side of parcel 03.02.02, external courtyards 
facilitate natural movement of air throughout the building, 
encouraging light breezes to penetrate the exterior 
apartment balconies. The balconies have a positive effect 
on external thermal comfort by creating shaded areas with 
through-breezes.
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FOCUS ON PASSIVE 
SUSTAINABILITY:
Using Wind for Thermal Control

FOR MORE INFO ABOUT 

OUR FRIENDS AT SASAKI 

AND THEIR PROJECTS, 

VISIT SASAKI.COM




